
峨眉二中 2021 级高一半期考试英语参考答案

1-5 BABAC 6-10 ABCCB 11-15 CACBA 16-20 BABAC
21-25 DCBCC 26-30 AAADB 31-35 DDBAD 36-40 EBGCD
41-45 DBABD 46-50 BCDAC 51-55BDDCB 56-60 BACAC
61. However 62. are experiencing 63. meaningless 64. himself
65. disappointment 66. physically 67. an 68. who/ that
69. to change 70. moments

71. 短文改错

I love reading English novels. At twelve, I was able to read a popular novel

calling Harry Porter. In the past three years, my vocabulary expanded greatly.

Undoubtedly, reading novels play a role in my vocabulary and spelling. So I advise

that we English learner should spend some time read English novels every day. When

you begin to read English novels, remember that it’s not necessarily to understand

each word. Not every word is important in a sentence. After you come into the word

several times, you will understand how it means. You can also improve yours

grammar after reading many English novels. So why not to open up a whole new

world of literature by reading English novels?

72. 作文范文

Dear Henry,

I’m sorry to hear that you are having trouble fitting in your new school and at a

loss how to set goals. Such problems are quite common. Perhaps these tips will be

helpful.

Firstly, it’s better to set goals based on your abilities instead of pushing yourself

too much. Next, if I were you, I would break big goals down into smaller ones, which

will be easier to reach. What matters most is to stick to your goals and work hard

towards them once they are set.

You may find achieving goals difficult, but as long as you stay positive and

confident, you are sure to make it in the end.

Best wishes!

Yours sincerely,

Li Hua
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